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A project for children, teachers, parents and
for all that hold an interest in
Astronomy education
Did you know that the Moon was stolen??
This is how our first story starts... And two more stories are being written by the SPACE
GUARDIANS team.
The project's main goal is to create an interactive learning eBook for the Astronomy
education of pre-school children (3 to 6 years old) - SPACE GUARDIANS eBook - that will
be made freely available Europe wide.
The SPACE GUARDIANS eBook asks the reader to solve the mystery of the stolen Moon.
But not everything is what it appears to be... This mystery story will mainly explore topics
like the MOON, Earth and Sun. placing the reader at the center of the plot, by enabling
him/her to choose the name of the main character.
Ready for this space challenge? Follow us to take part in the SPACE GUARDIANS story!
# Website: spaceguardians.eu
# Facebook: www.facebook.com/spaceguardiansebook/

EUROPEAN EVENTS ON ASTRONOMY EDUCATION
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The Space Guardians team is present at the Fête de la Science (Science Festival), from 6 to 14
October 2018. The festival is taking place in the 11 regions of France with different activities that
targets educators, children and researchers.
Visit the webpage here and have access to podcasts, interviews, articles and further information
about the results from this European Festival.

The European Researchers' Night took place on the 28 and 29 September across Europe and
beyond. Every year this is a great opportunity for researchers to interact with visitors, especially
young people, and show how their research has an impact on people’s daily lives.
Check here the Map of Europe that pinpoints the events and its main results in each country.

Follow the SPACE GUARDIANS activities & news to make
part of this space mission on Astronomy education!

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents
which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made
of the information contained therein.
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